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It has been proven to increase the

temperature in the orchard, tunnel or

vineyard, preventing the awful effects

frost can have on the fruit bud.

The machine works by burning gas to

provide a heated air supply, which is

then blown by a fan driven by the tractor

across the orchard or into the end of a

tunnel.

By driving around the orchard, or

vineyard, following a pre-determined

route it is possible to protect an area of

up to 8 hectares.

The Frostbuster allows growers to

protect crops at sites where no water is

available. 

It can be used not only during radiation

frost but also during wind frost. 

Studies have been done to show that

this machine can be used to improve

fruit setting and it can also be used for

drying fruit after rain to prevent splitting.
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Unlike other frost protection systems, the

working principle is not based on raising

the temperature above the critical values

but on phase transition and by

controlling the forming of hoarfrost which

is the biggest enemy for flowers and

buds.

Without protection, the layer of hoarfrost

will increase and finally cause damage to

the plant by dehydration as the ice

crystals extract energy and humidity

from the buds and flowers. 

The Frostbuster and Frostguards from

Agrofrost form a hot air stream every

seven to 10 minutes, so part of the ice

evaporates while the remaining ice gets

energy from the passing air. 

The higher the humidity, the more energy

that is transferred. 

This allows growers to protect crops with

only a fraction of the energy input that is

needed by other systems.

One of the most effective

ways of combatting frost

is with a Frostbuster,

which has been used by

growers worldwide for

many years and has won

many awards for the way

it has revolutionised top

and soft fruit and vine

frost protection. 
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The petrol engine powered fan has an

outlet to turn it around 360°

continuously, which depending on the

application, means it can protect an area

of between 0.5 to 1.5 hectares.

If you’re going to invest in any form of

frost protection, you need to make sure

that it comes on at the right time. 

It has been proven to increase the

temperature in the orchard, tunnel or

vineyard, preventing the awful effects

frost can have on the fruit bud.

Unlike other frost protection systems, the

working principle is not based on raising

the temperature above the critical values

but on phase transition and by

controlling the forming of hoarfrost which

is the biggest enemy for flowers and

buds.

Without protection, the layer of hoarfrost

will increase and finally cause damage to

the plant by dehydration as the ice

crystals extract energy and humidity

from the buds and flowers.
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The Frostguard, a

smaller, stationary

version of the

Frostbuster, was

especially developed

to be used in

greenhouses, plastic

tunnels and small

vineyards and

orchards. 

The Frostbuster and Frostguards from

Agrofrost form a hot air stream every

seven to 10 minutes, so part of the ice

evaporates while the remaining ice gets

energy from the passing air.

The higher the humidity, the more energy

that is transferred.

This allows growers to protect crops with

only a fraction of the energy input that is

needed by other systems.


